
 

 

Stop Planning And Do This! 
 
 

 
Hi, I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz Video. 
 
Today, I want to say something to you… STOP PLANNING AND DO THIS! 
 
Now what’s THIS? I’ll get into that in a moment.  
 
It’s the beginning of the year and we are already weeks into the new year, and I 
have heard about a lot of business owners still planning what their year is going 
to look like.  
 
I am a big advocate of planning, but what happens is we can get bogged down 
into planning, and it becomes our excuse for not moving forward. We start to 
procrastinate, and PROCRASTINATION IS A STUCK STATE, where 
you’re stuck there, and you’re not moving forward. 
 
If you’re in planning stage and you’ve been in planning stage last year, 

over the new year, in the beginning of the year, and you’re still stuck 

there, GET OUT OF IT.  

 

What I do with planning is, I allocate a day, spend the time planning and then 
move on to a forward state. The forward state might be motivation, 
excitement - all of those things will build momentum moving 

forward.  
 
The other thing why a lot of people get into procrastination and a stuck state is 
THEY’RE TRYING TO FIGURE IT ALL OUT. They get bogged down in the 
detail. They go, “Oh, I want to earn a million dollars.” And then they go, “I don’t 
know how to do that.” They start trying to plan and work out how they’re going 
to do that.  
 
I’m telling you now YOU WILL NEVER FIGURE OUT HOW TO DO IT 
because opportunities come to you from all different arenas - from different 

people, different industries, different companies that you may never have thought 

about or could even plan for, yet they’re an amazing opportunity to get you to 

where you’re going.  
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If you are trying to figure it out, stop planning that as well. 

 

The third thing I want to talk to you about today is I want to let you know that 
you will see the way of getting your goal, earning your million dollars, but 

that will only happen once you start taking action.  

 

Once you start moving forward, you’ll go, “This is falling into place… this is falling 
into place!” And all of a sudden, the clarity comes, where a lot of people will sit 
and wait for the clarity, and they’re told, “Get the clarity first and then move 
forward.”  
 
No, get doing something. You’ll work it out if it’s not correct. The universe will 
tell you; your body will tell you; you’ll have that gut instinct and you’ll go, “This 
doesn’t feel right. Let’s move over to here.”  
 

BUT ONCE YOU START TAKING ACTION, YOU WILL SEE THE WAY. 
 

There are my three points for you today.  
 
STOP PROCRASTINATING; that’s a stuck state. Move into a 
forward-moving state.  
 
Don’t get stuck in the detail; YOU WILL NOT FIGURE IT OUT, just 
get moving, and once you get moving, YOU WILL SEE THE WAY. 
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I’m Sharon Jurd, and I hope this video has been of value to you. If 
it has, please share it with your friends, your family, and your 
colleagues, because I want to help as many people as I can and I 
need your help to do that.  
 

I’m Sharon Jurd, and we’ll talk soon. 
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